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The two-OIЬital Hubbard model is used to оЬtain formulas Cor the Сепniоп excitation 
spectrum in the energy bands hybridized Ьу the Anderson intemction. An analysis оС the lower 
part of the energy spectrum leads to а formula for the superconducting transition tempemture Те 
associated with the раiring of quasiparticles in опе of the correlated bands. The dependence of Те 
оп pressure is analyzed, and the individual influence of canier density enhancement and intemction 
strertgth is obtained as а function -of oxygen concentmtion. The experimental discrimination 
made Ьу Honma et al. [6] in VО.9Сао.lВаzСuзО,_б Ьу sepamting out the contributions due to 
canier density and раiring strertgth сan ье reproduced quantitatively, and perhaps with further 
refmetnent, so сап the canier concentmtion. Although the prediction of the absolute value of 
the tmnsition tempemture using the present model is not accurate, it is clear that it furnishes 
а reasonably accumte description of the сhangе in transition tempemture with pressure. The 
component сопtnЪutiоns due to the сЬаngе in canier concentmtion and due to the сЬangе in 
intemction streпgtb as а function of oxygen concentmtion are also in reasonable agreement with 
the experimental res\!lts. 

1. INТRODUCnON 

The investigation of the mechanism of superconductivity in cuprate superconductors 
is related to the effects of oxygen doping and pressure оп the superconducting transition 
tеmреratше (Те) ofthese substances. Опе ofthe advantages ofusing high-pressure techniques 
is the ability to change atomic distances without substitution of components, which often' causes 
some side effects [1,2]. At the present time'several review articles сопсеrning high-pressure 
work in cuprate superconductors have Ьееп published. According to the experimental тesults 
and the conclusion8 of Shafer et al. [3] and КиЬо et al. [4], the carrier concentration increases 
with inqreasing pressure in тапу high-Te тaterials. This increase in carriers is considered 
to ье due to charge transfer from а charge reservoir layerto the Cu-d plane. The evidence 
for the dependence of the carrier concentration оп pressure сщпеs from measurements of the 
Hall number 1/ еЯн and the thermoelectric power undir high pressure. Generally, Те initially 
increaseswithin«reasing l/eRH' butdecreaseswhen l/eRH exceedsа specificvalue. However, 
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the relation between Те,аПd l/eRH in high-pressure experiments varies атоng different cuprate 
superconductors. For instance, in La-Sr-Cu-O ceramics, Те increases with increasing pressure, 
but по сЬаngе in l/eRH is observed. Оп the other hand, in ф.е case ofY-Ва-Сu-О, а variation 
of Те with l/eRH has Ьееп observed Ьу several authors in high-pressure experiments. It was 
proppsed [5] that the сЬаngе in Те due to pressure !!!Те should ье expressed as the sum oftwo 
terms; (l\Te)e and (l\Te)p, wh~re (l\Te)e is the сЬangе inТе due to pressure-induced changes in 
the carrier density, arid (l\Te)p is the сЬаngе in Те due to pressure-enhanced electron pairing 
(e.g., сlщngе in the electron-phonon coupling strength, о! in the ехсЬаngе coupling constant) . 

. Нопта et al. [6] investigated the dependence ofTe оп the Hal1 numberby changing the oxygen 
content and the pressure in Уо.9Сао.1 Ва2СUЗОУ' Тhey determined that the contribution of 
(l\Te)e to l\Tc increases with'decreasing oxygen content. 

In this work we use the idea that l\Te = (l\Tc)e + (l\Te)p and apply the Anderson
Hubbard twoomital model [7] to describe the experimental results of Ref. [6]. In Section 2 
we introduce the Hamiltonian of the problem, the Green's functions of the quasiparticles in 
correlated bands, and the equation for Те. Section 3 is devoted .to the calculation of the 
pressure effect оп the superconducting transition temperature. Ву proposing а simple reIЩiоп 
between the value of pressure Р and the width of the correlated band W, we сап obtain the 
dependence of Те оп pressure. In addition, а comparisonwith experimental results оп the 
dependence ОСТе, l\Te, (l\Te)e and (l\Te)pon t.he concentration of carriers in YCaBaCuO is 
made. Good agreement between the theoretical calculation of the dependence of(l\Te), and 
(l\Te)e оп pressure and the experimental results is found. It isconcluded that the model under 
cpnsideration is quite promising for studying the· effects of oxygen doping and pressure оп the 
superconducting transition in cuprate superconductors. 

2. FORМULATION 

Опе of the popular models used for describing а strongly correlated system is the Hubbard 
model [8] .. Recently Kosovand Shilov [7,9] studied the superconducting transition and pressure 
effects Ьу шing а unified Hami1tonian containing operators of the Hubbard two-orbital model 
and the Anderson interaction .. ТЬе interaction considerably enhances the applicability of the 
Hubbard model and al10wed the authors to describe the interaction of non-localized and 
10calized electrons Ьу proceeding from the rпixing of their one-particle states. 

ТЬе model in Refs. [7, 8] is based оп the following Hamiltonian: 

Н= Но + Hint = L НOi + L tijC:sCis, 
ijs 

НО, = -р, (niat+rtia.! +niet+nie!) + Е (niat+nia.!) -Н (niat-nia! +niet-nie!) + 

+Iniatnia!U(niat + nia!)(niet + nic!) + U\nicfnie! + Vo(a:tCit + а:!со! + Н.с.), 

(1) 

where С:в , Cis and а:а , ais are field operators corresponding to free and localized electrons at the 
site i with spin projection s; nia's = atsais and nоев = С:аСов are the operators for the number 
of electrons;p, is the сhеJПiсаl potential; 7t is the applied magnetic field, Е is {Ье опе-раI'- . 
ticle energy of the a-electrons; 1, и, and и\ are the energy parameters dеfшing intra-atomic 
correlation; 1 is the' Hubbard interaction between localized electrons; U is the interorbital .. 
Coulomb interaction of С- and a-electrons; и\ is the repulsive mteraction of c-elec~ronson 
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опе site; vo is. the matrix element responsible for the hybridization of the с- and a-electronic 
states (Anderson's constant); and H int describes the interstitial tunneling of c-electrons with 
transport integral tij' I 

We need to check oиr results according to separate condition: Е > О and Е < О. For 
this reason, we use the intermediate symbols: 

Q={B, В>О, 
А, Е<О, 

В= {D, Е> О, 
С, Е<О. 

This means, for exampie, that for value Яk we Ьауе 

ЯS _ { R~, Е> О, 
к - с R K , Е <О. 

We assume that the density ofstates in the dispersion region has а rectangularshape [7-11]: 

where 2W is the width of the c-band. 
Carrying out calculations similar to those in Refs. [7, 11], we obtain the following expression 

for the сЬеrпiсаl potential: 

(2) 

Here по, nQ, nк, and ns are the population densities ofthe energy states under investigation, 
which satisfy the condition по + nQ + nк + ns = 1; , 

С - (1 + с2 + с2 )-1/2 3 - 12 23 , 
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с - (Ек - Е - U)(Ек - И,) - 2V;? 
'3 - 2 V;2 ' 

О 

с _Ек-U, 
23 - V2Vo ' 

ТЬе energy of the two-particle states Е к, Е L, and Е м сап Ье obtained Ьу using the сuЫс 
equation 

х3 + Ах2 + ВХ + С = О, (3) 

А = -(1 + и + И, + 3Е), В = (1 + 2Е)(1 + И) + И, (3Е + И + 1) - 4(Vo)2, 

ТЬе roots Х = {Хт } of Eq. (3) define the energy EK,L,M: Хт = 2р + Ет , т = К, L, М. 
ТЬе chernical potential JL is deterrnined Ьу the concentration of electrons in the dispersed 

. correlated band, which equals nс = (Rk)2(nK + ns). The dependence of nс and JL оп vo 
shows different behaviors in the cases Е > О and Е < О. An increase in the hybridization 
parameter vo leads to а decrease in nс for Е > О, and to ап increase for Е < О. 

А transition to the Hubbard operators allows the use of the Green's temperature function 
technique to take the interstitial jump term into account inorder to study the superconducting . 
properties of the model. An analysis of the lower part of the energy spectrum leads to the 
following formula for the superconducting transition temperature associated with the pairing 
of quasiparticles in опе of the correlated Ьапш: 

:& = о 57 [_ ~,o( - W)~lO(W)] '/2 [_ 1 ] 
2W' W 2 ехр А(n, to) , (4) 

~lO(-W) = -2(Rk)2(nк + ns), 

А(n, to) = Г(n, to)/ Л(n, to), 

The quantity А(n, to) plays the role ofthe quasiparticle scattering amplitude with different 
spin orientation. ТЬе attraction between quasiparticles in а correlated band takes place under 
the conditions: 

А(n, to) > О, - W < to < W, ~,o(W) ~ о. (5) 
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Тhe conditions (5) сап ье used to determine the concentration nSl < n < nS2 for which 
Т'С =f О holds. Solvlng the equation {1O(W) = о gives the following value for ns2: . . 

2cos2a 
nS2 = --;:--~-:-:=-:~ 

cos2 а + (Rk )2 • 
(5а) 

Тhe condition А(n, to) = О gives the following result for nSl: 

2cos2 a 
nsl = -~---",...". 

cos2 а + 2(Rk)2 . 
(5Ь) 

In particu1ar, if we put VQ = о and Е > О in (5а) and (5Ь), we оЬtain nSl = 2/3 and 
nS2 = 1. Тhis result has been obtained Ьу Zaitsev andNanov [12] in the framework of the 
one-orbital Hubbard model (the .so-called «kinematic mechanism of superconductivity.). 

3. PRESSURE EFFECГS 

In applying the two-orbital Andersoq-Hubbard model to describe the pressure dependence 
of Те, we choose to examine the energy parameters, which more sensitively depend оп the value 
ofpressure. Since и, 1, и1" УО, and Е are on-site properties, theirpressure dependence сап ье 
neglected. Тhe transport integral tp depends оп the spatial distribution of atoms and is changed 
Ьу аррНед pressure. Let us consider the region where W depends linearly оп t p (W сх t p ). 

According to Marsiglo and Hirsh [13], the .transport integral in cuprate superconductors сап 
Ье expressed trough the lattice parameters of the СиО2 planes а, Ь, and с Ьу the formulas 

п2 п2 

tll = 2mlla' t.l = 2m.lC' 

wh~re mll and m;L are the respective effective masses. 
Neglecting апу pressure dependence ofthe effective masses, we estimate the magnitude of 

dW/dP: 

dW dtp '" _2W d1na = 2W'k 
dP сх dP dP ". 

(6) 

Here k", kb , 'and ke are the compressibility components along each crystallographic 
direction, defined Ьу 

k = _ dlna 
" dP , 

kb = _ dlnb . k = _ dlnc 
dP' е dP' 

In order to simplify the numerical estimation ofthe results, we c6nsider the case k,,= 
= kb == ke . Using the relations in the equation (6), we obtain the following expression for the 
dependence of the bandwidth оп pressure 

W(P) = W(P = O)exp(2k"P). (7)· 

Formulas (4) and (7) allow us to express Те as а fuilction of pressure. Using expression 
(6) we сап obtain formulas for dTe/dP and dlnTe/dP: 

dTe = т. d ln Те '" 2W k dTe (8) 
dP е dP "dW' 
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dTe = Те {1 + 2W [В + В;(Р+ - P_)W - fчВ_(Р+ + Р_)] +2W dA(n, to) }.' 
dW 2W - 2Р+Р_ А2(n, to) dW 

dA(n, to) = _ А(n, to) + 1 dp, {[2(2 +.6.) _ В t ] х 
dW W Л(n, to) dW р, + о 

х [cos2 а(nо + nQ)(Es - EK)(Es + 2B_to) + (R~i(nK + ns)x 

х EQ(EQ -:- Ек + 2B_to) + А(n, to)B+ W (В+(2р, +.6.) + ,6,IB_)] -

- 2W А(n, to) [2В+(2р, + ,6,) + ,6,IB_ - B:to]} , 

dp, ._ 2(Rs )2( ) В+ W В; - ,6,iB_ 
dW - к nк +ns - т - 2Р_ . 

Ву means of fonnula (8) we obtain а thepreticalexpression for (,6,Те )р: 

dTe dTe 
(,6,Тс)р = dP,6,P = dW ,6,W. (9) 

То compare our resultswith the experimental data of Ref. [6] we obtain the value (.6.Те)е 
from formula (4): 

(10) 

4. DlSCUSSION 

We have chosen to compare. the theore~ical results presented in the previous section with 
the recent experimental results ос Honma et al. [6], who studied the pressure dependence and 
the effect of oxygendoping оп the transition temperature ofthe Уо.9Сао.IВа2СUЗОll (уСВСО) 
system. These authors systematically investigated the спНсаl temperature dependence and the 
dependence ofthe Hall number l/eRH' оп pressure, in order to ье able to distinguish between 
those effects which result from changes in carrier density (.6.Те )е, and changes in the coupling 
strength (electron pairing) (,6,ТС )Р' 

Тhe first comparison we shall examine is the dependence of the critical temperature Те, 
оп the oxygen content у. The theoretical resиlts for а pressure of 2 GPa and а compressibility 
ka ofO.0024 GPa- 1 are displayed in Fig. 1, where five curves are plotted, each with а variation 
in on~ or more of the following bandwidth-normalized parameters: the single-particle energy 
E/W,the interatomic correlation energies I/W, U1/W, and U/W; and the hybridization 
energy vo / W. Тhe values of the parameters used in the уапоus curv~s used to fit the data are 
listed in the. table below. 

ТаЫе 

Parameter values used 

Curve -E/W I/W U1/W U/W Vo/W 

1 -1.9 6.0 3.5 2.4 1.8 
2 -1.9 6.0 3.5 2.4 2.0 
3 -1.7 6.0 3.5 2.4 1.8' 
4 -1.8 5.0 2.5 2.8 1.8 
5, -1.9 6.0 2.4 3.5 2.0 
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Fig. 1. Dependence ofthe function Тс оп the oxygen 
content у for Yo.9C30.IBa2CU]OIl obtained for the 

parameters k,. = 0.00024 GPa- I, Р = 2 аРа 
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Fig. 2. Dependences of (ilTc)p (а} and (ilTc)c (Ь) оп the oxygen content у for 
Yo.9C30.IBa2Cu]OIl obtained for the раraщеtеrs k,. =.0.00024 GPa- I, Р = 2 аРа 

The data of Fig. 1 in the paper Ьу Нопта et а1. are represented Ьу ореп circles. As 
сап ье seen from the figure, the genera1 concave-downward form of the' experimental resu1ts 
сап ье qua1itatively reproduced Ьу the theoretical curves with the same таЮтuт Уа1uе, and 
with little variation exhibited for different parameter combinations. The requisite width of the 
curve exhibited Ьу the experimenta1 data, however, is notreadily attained with апу reasonable 
variation in the parameters. ТЬе difficulty in fitting the theoryto ап absolute quantity like the 
critical temperature is not unexpected, since the absolute va1ues of the potentials chosen are 
involved in making such а comparison. 

In Figs. 2aand 2Ь are plotted the critical temperature сЬangе at а pressure of 2 GPa and 
а compressibility ka of 0.0024 GPa- 1, due to changes in carrier density and рашng strength 
(ДТс)с and (ДТс)р. respectively, as а function of oxygen content у. Here, the agreement with 
the experimental results of Нопта et аl (ореп circles) is fairly good. Опсе again, the theoretical 
curves exhibit а concave-downward behavior over the range of у that was measured. Of the 
parameter sets chosen for illustration, it appears that the parameters corresponding to curve 
5 (-ЕjW = -1.9, IjW =6.0, U1jW = 2.4, UjW = 3.5, and VojW ~ 2.0) give the 
closest fit to the ехреrimепЩ datain both cases. Figure 3 illustrates the sum of the two effects 
to give the tota1 change in temperature, (ДТс)с + (ДТс)р = дтс plotted vs. oxygen content у, 
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Fig. 3. Dependencc of (~Tc)p + (~Tc)c оп the oxygen content у for Уо.9Сао.IВа2СuзОу obtained 
for the parameters ka. = 0.00024 GPa- l , Р = 2 GPa 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the ratio а = 1(~Tc)cl/(I(~Tc)pl + 1(~Tc)el) оп the oxygen content у for 
Уо.9Сао.IВа2СuзОу obtained for the parameters ka = 0.00024 GPa- l , Р = 2 GPa 
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Fig. 5. Те as а function of pressure in 

Уо.9Сао.IВа2СuзОу (х - у = 6.59, * - у = 6.72, 
о - у = 6.87 - experimental data {6]) obtained for 
the parameter ka = 0.00024 GPa- 1 (used forcurve 5) 

along with the experirnental data. Оnсе again the theciretical treatment yields а set of соnсауе-. 
downward curves which qualitatively approximate the data with the best fit to the experimental 
data given Ьу curve 5. ОvеrаП, the theoretical model appears to quite accurately account 
for the observed experimental уалаНоn with oxygen content. In contrast with the first plot, 
these comparisons involve the change in critical temperature with pressure and so сап ье more 
realisitically accounted for Ьу the theoretical model. 

For the НаП number l/eRH , which should scale with the ratio of the carrier density 
enhancement ofthe critical temperature (ДТс)с to the sum of the absolute values of the 
individual critical temperature enhancements I (ДТс)с I + I(ДТс)рl, the plot vs. oxygen 
concentration у shown in рщ. 4 illustrates the сотраЛsоn between theory and experimental 
data of Ноnта et al.,· who lаЬеПеd this ratio а. Here the fit is not good with аnу of the 
parameter variations that were tried. Although the experimental data fаП оп curve 4 near 
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АТс/ (I(АТ~Ц + 1 (АТс)р 1) = 1, where the temperature change isalmost entirely due to сhangе in 
carrier concenttation, the slopes are clearly not in agreement. We believe this discrepancy arises 
from the reduced accuracy in еvalJЩting this fraction when the Ha1l coefficient changes sign, 
which it does in the case where (у, а) = (6.87,0.39). Тhe theoretical curve nevertheless gives 
а reasonable qualitative description ofthe variation in this parameter, as а decreasing function 
of oxygen content. In order to determine hOw dTc/dn varies with oxygen concentration у, 
we have i.Jsed а third-order polynomial fit of the form: dn(y) = азуЗ + а2у2 + аlУ + ао. 
The fitting parameters асе obtained Ьу using the data of Ноnma et ,al. at у = 6.59, 6.72 
and 6.87, 'respectively, and Ьу setting dn(7.0) = О. Тhe values of the fitting parameters are 
ао = -461.1850" аl = 141.5920, а2 = -11.6100, аз = 0.1135. Тhш relation provides а 
reasonable idea about the strength of the effect of charge carrier density ироп АТс. 

Fina1ly, in рщ. 5, we plot the total сЬаngе in th~ tranSition temperature vs. pressure 
as obtained from the theoretical model. ТЬе experimental results are shown as data points 
according to the legend. It is apparent that the quality of the agreement is good, with по more 

,than 10% discrepancy. ТЬе rate of increase in ТС with pressure is faithfuUy reproduced for аН 
three fractional oxygen contents studied Ьу Нопта et al. It is impoftant to note the nearly 
zero slope at the highest concentration, у = 6.87. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have demonstrated that the application of the Hubbardmodel provides 
а good basis for describing the observed variation of the pressure dependence of Ше critical 
temperature оп oxygen concentration in the Уо.9Сао.lВа2СUЗОу (уСВСО) ,system. It appears 
that. the experimental discrimination made Ьу Ноnma et al. in separating ои! the contributions 
due to carrier density and рашng strength сап ье reproduced quantitatively, and perhaps with 
further refinement, as can the carrier concentration. 'Although the prediction of the absolute 
value ос the transition tempemture is not accurate using the present model, it is clear that it 
furnishes а геasощ~blу accurate description'ofthe сЬаngе in transition temperature with pressure .. 
Тhe component contributions due to сЬаngе in carrier concentration and due to сЬаngе in 
interaction strength as а function of oxygen concentration are also in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental results. 
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